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Global Online Courses Since:

Yogahealer.com (2001) 

Yogidetox.com in (2002) 

Living Ayurveda Course (2007) 
 
Yoga Health Coaching (2012) 
 
Body Thrive (2014) 
 
Master of You (2020) 
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“We are kept from our goal 
not by obstacles but by a 

clear path to a lesser goal.”  

 Robert Brault 



What if you had a smooth 
system to get your students to 

their body goals …
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… and double your income. 
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Issues facing Yoga Teachers + 
Studios

Online classes - global competition 

Great teachers - Free on Youtube 

Hard to build income for online courses less than 
$1000 

High rent
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Issues facing Yoga Students
Online classes - lack of connection with 
teacher 

No one leading them to their health goals 

No one knows THEIR health goals 

Stress and chronic systemic inflammation
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Daily Habits to address Chronic 
Systemic Inflammation

Early to Bed  

Early to rise 

Morning elimination 

Morning movement: 10-20 minutes 

Intermittent Fasting : 16/8 eating 
rhythm for adults
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Opportunities for Yoga Teachers 
+ Studios

Lead the journey to your students body goals 

Lead a dynamic group of highly invested members 

Build a structure that free Youtube videos can’t compete 
with 

Leverage your following. Leverage your list. 

Serve in your unique gifts.
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Your yoga students want more from you 
that guides their progress off the mat. 
They currently have the DAILY HABITS of  
CHRONIC SYSTEMIC INFLAMMATION. 



How to Make Money

15K

Annual  

Income

$35k

Yoga Classes 
+ Workshops

20K

1-1’s or 
Consultations



20K

70K

15k

Retreats Lead a Journey

How to Make  
Even More Money

Annual Income

$105K

Yoga Classes 
+ Workshops



10K

200
K

30k

RetreatsYoga Classes 
+ 

Workshops

60K

Mastermind 

Groups, VIP
Lead a Journey

How to Make More 
Money Annual Income

$300K



Growing a better career… 



To be effective for 
modern humans, lead a 

journey that directly 
addresses chronic 

systemic inflammation.





LEAD THE JOURNEY 
 
10 day crash course to see 
if you have what it takes to 
lead your yoga students 
through a unique journey. 
 
https://
yogahealthcoaching.com/
lead-the-journey/ 

coupon code to for 50% off 
 
Journey100
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https://yogahealthcoaching.com/lead-the-journey/
https://yogahealthcoaching.com/lead-the-journey/
https://yogahealthcoaching.com/lead-the-journey/
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With Cate Stillman
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You need an upsell strategy for your 
people… not your future yoga 
teachers. 
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Your people will refer their people, once 
they have a life-changing experience 
with you. 
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What your yoga students 
need off the mat: 
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Cate Stillman www.yogahealthcoaching.com  All Rights Reserved

http://www.yogahealthcoaching.com


What the market 
wants now

•results 

•connection 

•container  

•guidance 

•info Filter
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The 10 Habits in YHC
1. Earlier, lighter dinner

2. Early to bed

3. Start the day right

4. Breath Body Practices

5. Healthier Eating 
Guidelines

6. Plant-based diet

7. Self-Massage

8. Meditation

9. Easeful Living

10. Sense Organ Self-care
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“When I added 
Yoga Health 
Coaching’s 

business model I 
finally began to 

turn a profit.  I’m 
so glad I found 

Cate.” 
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Rachel Sylvester 
 BMeYoga



“I doubled my investment in 3 months and 
this course has not only opened up the 

possibility for a truly freedom based 
lifestyle and business in a PRACTICAL way- 
not just in a "everything is possible" way.  

This has led me to entertaining radical 
shifts to the way I so business as a whole 
and to my lifestyle, and simultaneously 
provided me with grounding habits that 

that calm the storm of stress and anxiety 
in the midst of these decisions and 

changes.”
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www.lizdoyleyoga.com

http://www.lizdoyleyoga.com


“Just 2 years ago I considered myself a Hatha 
Yoga Teacher. Now I’m a coach - and I’m able 

to help my students so much more.”  
Marc Holzman
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